TOA CANADA CORPORATION
We supply sound, not equipment.

Dr. Sound

About TOA
TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan in 1934 and
is the leading commercial audio, professional sound, and
security product manufacturer in the world.
TOA products range from digital amplifiers and speakers, to
mixers, wireless microphone systems and digital processors
used in sound reinforcement, to integrated VOIP intercom
and emergency paging and voice evacuation systems for
security and communications.
TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete
sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio,
including, public address, voice communications, voice
evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA
Canada Corporation offers complete solutions for all
corporate and commercial audio communications and
intercom requirements.
TOA Canada Corporation provides regional sales, technical
support and warehousing from one convenient location.

Address

3670 Odyssey Drive, Unit 1
Mississauga, Ontario L5M 0Y9

Phone
Fax
Website

1-800-263-7639
1-800-463-3569
www.TOAcanada.com

Business Domain
Peace of Mind - Security & Safety -

TOA uses its own technology to provide security system such as emergency paging, broadcast systems, public
announcements and access security that protects people's lives and lifestyles, and contributes to improved safety and
greater peace-of-mind. Evacuation guidance and security systems demonstrate their true value in emergency situations.
Such solid reliability can only be achieved through skillful application of the most advanced technology.

Trust- Information & Communication -

TOA uses a network voice systems to combines technologies for Seeing, Hearing, and Communicating in unique and
original ways to create information communication systems that are ever richer in amenity and convenience. Applying audio
and video technology toward improved practicality and functionality is the key to developing information communication
systems capable of matching the pace of accelerating progress.

Moving - Professional Audio -

TOA offers audio equipment on par with the strictest standards of audio professionals, helping to make spaces more
dramatic and pleasant, and contributing to the emotional movement and shared experience of the people who use them.
Maximizing the emotional effects of sound in all kinds of spaces makes possible the creation of sound that is richly elegant,
sensitively delicate or boldly audacious, as needed.
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